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Figure 3. Neutrino oscillation probabilities. 
Mixing parameter against mass squared from 
a maximum likelihood fit to the UE distribution 
of the 9 events which satisfy the R >30 
requirement, where UE is the neutrino 
distance to energy ratio, normalized to the 
oscillation probability extracted from the 
photon likelihood fit. The shaded area is the 

allowed region (95% C.L) from LSND. Not 
shown is the 20% systematic uncertainty in the 
LSND normalization. Also shown are 90% C.L. 
limits from KARMEN (dotted histogram), the 
Brookhaven E776 experiment (dashed 
histogram), and the Bugey reactor experiment 
(dot-dashed histogram), where the excluded 
region is to the right of each of these lines. 

Recent data from the Warsaw/Munich/Berlin 
collaboration (PS203 experiment) at CERN's 
LEAR low energy antiproton ring showing how 
the 'neutron halo' depends on target neutron 
separation energy. The halo factor is the ratio 
(suitably corrected) of antiproton annihilations 
on neutrons to those on protons. 

cosmology and the evolution of the 
universe. 

CERN 
Antiprotons probe the 
nuclear stratosphere 

The outer periphery of heavy 
stable nuclei is notoriously 

difficult to study experimentally. 
While the well understood electro
magnetic interaction between elec
trons (or muons) and protons has 
given the nuclear charge (or proton) 
distribution with high precision for 
almost all stable nuclei, neutron 
distribution studies are much less 
precise. 

This is especially true for large 
nuclear distances, where the nuclear 
density is small. A few previous 
experiments probing the nuclear 
"stratosphere" suggested that far 
from the centre of the nucleus (of the 
order of 2 nuclear radii) this strato
sphere may be composed predomi
nantly of neutrons. 

At the end of the sixties the term 
"neutron halo" was introduced to 

describe this phenomenon, but 
experimental evidence was scarce or 
even controversial, and remained so 
for almost a quarter of a century. 
Recently, the Warsaw/Munich/Berlin 
collaboration working within the 
PS203 experiment at CERN's LEAR 
low energy antiproton ring, proposed 
a new method to study the nuclear 
periphery using stopped antiprotons. 
The halo now looks firmer. 

A 200 MeV/c beam of antiprotons 
was slowed down by interactions with 
atomic electrons. When antiproton 
kinetic energy drops well below 1 
keV, the particles are captured in the 
outermost orbits of "exotic atoms", 
where the antiprotons take the place 
of the usual orbital electrons. 

With the lower orbits in this anti-
protonic atom empty, the antiproton 
drops toward the nuclear surface, 
first emitting Auger electrons and 
later predominantly antiprotonic 
X-rays. Due to the strong interaction 
between antiprotons and nucleons, 
the antiproton succumbs to annihila
tion with a nucleon in the rarified 
nuclear stratosphere, far above the 
innermost Bohr orbit of the atom. 
The annihilation probability in heavy 
nuclei is maximal where the nuclear 
density is about 3% of its central 
value and extends to densities many 
orders of magnitude smaller. 

Antiproton annihilation on a proton 
or on a neutron at the nuclear periph
ery produces on average five pions. 
Some of these enter the nuclear 
volume and "heat" the nucleus, which 
"cools" by first emitting fast nucleons 
and later evaporating neutrons or 
charged particles, or by fission. 

After all these processes, the 
residual nucleus is often substantially 
lighter. However, in 10-20% of cases 
a quite different scenario evolves. 
Distant annihilations have a large 
probability that all produced pions 
"miss" the inner nucleus, giving a 
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"cold" reaction product. If the 
antiproton annihilated with a neutron, 
the resulting reaction product is a 
one mass unit lighter isotope of the 
target element. If a proton partici
pated in the annihilation, the reaction 
product is a target isotone, with one 
charge number less. 

Among naturally occurring isotopes 
some have both such products 
radioactive. For these, the absolute 
yield and the yield ratio of their 
production can be determined by 
nuclear spectroscopy. The yield ratio 
- proportional to the number of 
antiproton encounters with neutrons 
to the number of encounters with 
protons - reflects the neutron/proton 
ratio, or "concentration", where 
annihilation occurred. 

The new method probes the nuclear 
periphery at distances roughly equal 
to 2 nuclear radii. The data indicate 
that a neutron halo - a nuclear 
stratosphere in which there are much 
more neutrons than would be ex
pected from the target neutron/proton 
ratio - appears for nuclei with neutron 
binding energies lower than about 9 
MeV. 
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Webbed archives 

P roving that the World Wide Web 
(see page 1) can span time as 

well as space, the archivists at CERN 
have developed their own home 
page supplying general information 
on archives and more specific infor
mation on their holdings and how to 
access them. As well as providing 
instant access to information any
where on the planet, in years to 
come the Web will be able to reach 
back and trace historical documents 
on archive information pages and 
database catalogues - as long as 
imaginative archivists first had the 
foresight to use the Web. Perhaps in 
future times material could be 
scanned to assist historians who 
normally have to rummage in cellars 
and blow the dust off discarded files. 
Instead, using the World Wide Web, 
they may be able to instantly resur
rect pristine copies of long-forgotten 
papers and other valuable relics. 

To prepare the way, CERN's 
archivists, Roswitha Rahmy and 

Tanya Peel, are liaising with their 
opposite numbers at the European 
University Institute in Florence to 
establish Web links on items of 
mutual interest. If this proves to be 
successful, links with other interna
tional archives and high energy 
physics centres could be developed. 

Roswitha and Tanya would like to 
receive URLs from other HEP Ar
chives. If you are thinking about 
creating an Archive Home Page 
please contact them - they would be 
willing to share experiences and 
advice. 

With new CERN Archive pages 
planned and underway, the current 
pages can be accessed from the 
CERN Home Page under 'Scientific 
Information Service' or directly on the 
following URL: 

http://wwwas.cern.ch/ASinfo/AS-SI/ 
archives/Welcome.html 

Given the recent consolidation of 
CERN's international role, links 
between CERN's Archives and other 
communities become more impor
tant, and the Web provides the 
necessary communication. 

However despite the advent of this 
new medium, archive material still 
has to be collected, and the CERN 
archivists appeal once more to 
existing and former CERN staff and 
users. If you are leaving, retiring, 
already retired or are working in 
another institute and have some files 
or documents which could be of 
value, please contact the Archives. A 
CERN archivist is always at hand 
should you need any assistance with 
record management or archiving, or if 
you find any 'orphaned' material. 

Roswitha Rahmy 
(Roswitha_Rahmy@macmail. cern. ch 
or Rahmy ©cernvm.cern.ch) 
Tanya Peel 
(Tanya_Peel@macmail. cern. ch) 

Roswitha Rahmy (left) and Tanya Peel are 
equally at home with traditional and modern 
archives. 
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The catalogue for high purity chemicals and metals. 
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PEARSON 
Pulse Transformers and 
Capacitive Voltage Dividers 

Pearson Electronics specializes 
in the design of high voltage 
pulse transformers. Typical 

applications are for 
I units supplying power 

to high power micro
wave tubes, particle 
accelerator injection 
systems, pulsed x-ray 
tubes, high power 

lasers and plasma physics applications. 

Pearson high voltage coaxial capacitive dividers 
permit measurement of pulse voltages up to 500 kV. 
The incorporation of a simple yet elegant geometry 
assures precision, stability, and reliability. The units 
are designed for immersion in high voltage insulat
ing oil and are frequently used in observing the 
output wave shape of our high voltage pulse 
transformers. 
We welcome inquires regarding specific 
requirements. 
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